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FEFU International Summer School "Russia - Far East"
Far Eastern Federal University

Language of study: Russian, English
Mode of study: full-time, distance learning
Duration: 3 weeks
Availability of free education: no
Price: from 60 000 RUB

Programme webpage at the university website:
https://www.dvfu.ru/en/admission/pre-university-courses/international-summer-school-russia-far-east/

Programme curator: Vladislav Patrakhin
Tel.: (+7(423)2652424 (ext. 2295)
E-mail: patrakhin.viu@dvfu.ru

Are you interested in learning Russian effectively at any level? Russia - Far East Summer School offers international
students several course modules each lasting 3 weeks of intensive training. The School is multi-modular, which means
that each participating student can choose from a variety of course modules.

The program is represented by intensive course and designed for students any level of studies and any degree usually
from Europe and East Asia.
The main course of the school is Russian Language and Culture. The course includes the study of the alphabet,
writing, speech and traditional phrases and the basic grammar rules. The School is multi-modular, which means that
each participating student can choose from a variety of course modules: Russian Language and Culture (additional),
Russian Domestic and Foreign Policy, Entrepreneurship, Innovations and Marketing.

A cultural program has been prepared for the participants to better apply the acquired linguistic knowledge and obtain
a more detailed image of Russia.
Vladivostok sightseeing tour explores the most popular tourist, historical and cultural places. Arsenyev museum tour is
tour of the great cultural center storing the history of Vladivostok and the whole of Primorsky Region. FEFU Museum
introduces the history of univseristy on the occasion of the 120th anniversary of FEFU. Here participants can also get
acquainted with scientific exhibitions in geology, zoology, archeology and even visit the Confucius Institute.

Cultural activities on the FEFU campus like Russian folk games introduce culture closer. The walking tours help
participants to explore the beautiful Russky Island’s area and nature. Sports activities prepared for fun, team building
and keeping healthy. For a complete immersion in the atmosphere of traditional Russia, Painting the traditional
symbol of Russian culture – Matreshka will be organized for participants too. To learn about Russia from the inside, a
field trip program was compiled for the participants.

Specializations within this programme
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